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BUS & BIKE ROUTE 

Thanks to the “Bus & Bike” service you reach “Prada”, from where also the chairlift begins.  

You start to climb along the slopes of Mount Baldo until you reach the refuge "Fiori del Baldo." Following the mule track 

that cuts across the coast of the eastern woodlands, you come down among oak and pine forests and return to Garda, from 

where you can admire unforgettable panoramas! 

HILLS AND LAKE ROUTE 

The path leads between the moraine hills of the Gulf of Garda and the flat rate of Albarè, Castion, Marciaga Valdoneghe 

and the medieval town of Costermano.  

Beautiful views of the lake but also of Mount Belpo, while a series of villas and small villages follow one after the other 

among cypresses, oak woods and olive trees. 

GARDA AND THE FORTRESS ROUTE 

From Garda you climb along the right side of the Rocca di Garda and then travel through the ’Valley of Mills’. This small 

valley of steep slopes is a window on the past, in sequence showing the various stages of glacial and interglacial of the last 

650,000 years, and offers incredible views along the streets of its towns where you can still admire the remains of ancient 

mills. 

The hills between Costermano and Albarè offer an excellent view of the lake and, after cross dug up roads and through the 

countryside, you climb to “Eremo dei Camaldolesi”. From here you return to Garda retracing the initial section of the route. 

CRERO TOUR 

A classic tour of the “Riviera degli Oliv” travelling on the old roads that once connected Garda, Torri del Benaco, Albisano 

and Crero; along ancient stones d limestone where there are ancient stone carvings.  

From Torri del Benaco you start to climb down the small settlements of Coi and LONCRINI. From here you get to ride along 

the path between u beautiful lake and mountain adorned with thousands of olive trees, to continue at a later time in a 

dense forest that brings us to the town crer. From here you climb to an ancient path to Albisano and addressing the last 

climb we reach the summit of Mount Luppi from where the view opens on the nearby Gulf of Garda and over the lake 

bottom. The tour ends with a nice and fast descent that in a short time back to Torri del Benaco. 

"LA ROCCA" ROUTE 

From the lake up to the Rocca 291 m.s.l.in the typical “Benacus” landscape. The path winds among the hills inland of the 

first, varying the proportion between vineyards and estates and then declined, offering a pleasant view over the lake 

toward the center of Bardolino. 

PILGRIM ROUTE 

Garda started from there head towards the beautiful Punta San Vigilio. You’ll continue along paths and scenic roads. 

Suggestive is the ascent Campo (234 m), an ancient village where time has stopped. Then back to Porto and then be able to 

go back with Bike & Bus service. 

GRAPES’ ROUTE 

From Bardolino you go up through morainic gentle landscape of the first inland Lake Garda, where the steep slopes of 

Mount Baldo give way to a less harsh territory, characterized by the flavour of ancient vineyards. 

 


